Dear Mr. Jens-Kaufman:
First, let me thank you again for having recommended wonderful a researcher to me.
Mr. Rückling and I have completed the research that I contemplated and I wanted to
write to you to thank you for your recommendation of him to me and to let you know
more of my high regard for him.
Sir, I have used researchers in Germany, United States, Ireland, and a number from
the Czech Republic. I want you to know that Mr. Rückling stands at the top of that list
in my regard. I believe his expertise, professionalism and integrity is without parallel.
He communicates frequently, on a timely basis and does very well in English. Even
though we have never had the good fortune of meeting, his communication have
nevertheless fostered an excellent and trustworthy relation between us. I could never
imagine being happier with a recommendation then I am of your recommendation of
him to me. I wish to note also that in conducting himself as above Mr. Rückling was
also ever solicitous of cost effective solutions for me. While our research has not
provided the success for which either of us had hoped, I am confident that the result
was the best that was achievable. Certainly any lack was solely because of the lack of
available records. Even then, we jointly collaborated on branches of research
available to us and we exhausted those available branches. I believe Mr. Rückling was
more disappointed then I when a branch of additional research proved barren.
However, both positive and negative results of available branches of research are
important and establish a very important research record. We were able to correct
information that had been handed down through generations of relatives and in so
doing have provided very important genealogical knowledge to the benefit of future
family generations. The corrected information included not only the location of true
family origin but also a full appreciation as to the identification of the correct
ancestral family name and legitimate variations versus non-legitimate variations. I
only hope sir that I have been able to at least partially describe my high regard for
Mr. Rückling but alas I must admit to being inadequate in the regard. Perhaps I can
best sum this up by saying that if I ever have need to research in Mr. Rückling's areas
that I would most happy to use him again and again. Further sir may I offer to
supplement your future recommendations of him to whatever extent that I am able. I
am taking the liberty of copying this e-mail to Mr. Rückling The foregoing being said,
I would only like to add that I hope to have the good future opportunity to recommend
you and your office for anyone seeking recommendations for researchers in Germany.
God bless you and all of yours,
Franklin J. "Joe" Visek, Grayson, Georgia, U.S.A.

